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Preparing
Happily, you’ve already done a lot of the preparation for this prototype in Chapter 15, “Thinking in Digital Systems,” when we analyzed Apple
Picker and the classic game Kaboom! As mentioned in that chapter, Apple Picker will have the same game mechanics as Kaboom! It’s very
useful for you as a designer to understand classic games and how they worked, and this is a nice easy one to start with.
Take a moment to look back at Chapter 15 and make sure that you understand the flow charts for each element: the AppleTree, the Apples,
and the Baskets.

Getting Started: Art Assets
As a prototype, this game doesn’t need fantastic art; it needs to work. The kind of art that we’ll create throughout this book is commonly
known as programmer art, which is the placeholder art made by programmers that will eventually be replaced by the actual game art created
by artists. As with nearly everything in a prototype, the purpose of this art is to get you from a concept to a playable prototype as quickly as
possible. If your programmer art doesn’t look terrible, that’s nice, but it’s certainly not necessary.

AppleTree
From the menu bar, choose GameObject > Create Other > Cylinder. This will be the trunk of our tree. Set the name of the Cylinder to Trunk
by selecting it in the Hierarchy and clicking its name at the top of the Inspector. Set the Transform component of Trunk to match the settings
of the Transform component shown in Figure 28.1.

Figure 28.1 The Transform component for the cylinder named Trunk
Throughout the tutorials in this book, I use the following format to give you settings for GameObject transform components:

The preceding line instructs you to set the transform of the GameObject named Trunk to a position of x=0, y=0, and z=0; a rotation of x=0,
y=0, and z=0; and a scale of x=1, y=1, and z=1. The word Cylinder in parentheses tells you the type of GameObject that it is. You will also
sometimes see this format listed in the middle of a paragraph as P:[0,0,0] R:[0,0,0] S:[1,1,1].
Now choose GameObject > Create Other > Sphere. Set its transform as follows:

This sphere and the cylinder together should look (a bit) like a tree, but they are currently two separate objects. You need to create an empty
GameObject to contain the two of them in a single object.
From the menu bar, choose GameObject > Create Empty. This should create an empty GameObject. Make sure that its transform is set to
the following:

An empty GameObject only includes a Transform component, and it is therefore a simple, useful container for other GameObjects.
In the Hierarchy pane, first change the name of GameObject to AppleTree. This can be done by clicking the name GameObject to highlight
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it, waiting for a second, and either pressing Return on the keyboard (F2 on PC) or clicking it a second time. Next, individually drag the Trunk
and Sphere GameObjects onto AppleTree (similar to how you attach a C# script to a GameObject), and they will be placed under AppleTree
in the Hierarchy. You can click the new disclosure triangle next to the word AppleTree to see them. When you’re done, your AppleTree
should look like the one shown in Figure 28.2.

Figure 28.2 The AppleTree shown in both the Hierarchy and Scene panes
Now that Trunk and Sphere GameObjects are parented to AppleTree, if you move, scale, or rotate AppleTree, both Trunk and Sphere will
move, rotate, and scale alongside it. Give it a try by manipulating the Transform component of AppleTree. After you’re done playing with
this, set the transform of AppleTree to the following:

These settings move the AppleTree to the origin and make it twice as large as it was initially.
Simple Materials for AppleTree
Though this is all programmer art, that doesn’t mean that it has to be just flat shaded white objects. Let’s add a little color to the scene.
From the menu bar, choose Assets > Create > Material. This will make a new material in the Project pane. Rename this material to
Mat_Wood. Set the main color in the Inspector for Mat_Wood to a brown of your liking. Then, drag the Mat_Wood material onto Trunk in
your Scene or Hierarchy pane.
Do the same to create a material named Mat_Leaves, color it green, and drag it onto Sphere in your Hierarchy or Scene pane.
Once this is done, drag AppleTree from the Hierarchy pane over to the Project pane to make a prefab from it. As you saw in previous
chapters, this creates an AppleTree prefab in the Project pane and turns the name of AppleTree in the Hierarchy blue.
Add some light to the scene by choosing GameObject > Create Other > Directional Light from the menu bar. Set the position, rotation, and
scale of the directional light to the following:

This should put a nice diagonal light across the scene. It’s worth noting here that the position of a directional light is unimportant—directional
lights shine in the same direction regardless of position—but I’ve given you the position of [0,10,0] to move it out of the middle of the scene
view since its gizmo (that is, icon) would be in the middle of the Scene pane otherwise.
Now, move the AppleTree up and out of the way a bit. Select the AppleTree in the Hierarchy and change its position to:

This may move it out of the view of the Scene pane, but you can zoom out to see it by scrolling your mouse wheel while the mouse cursor is
over the Scene pane.

Apple
Now that you have the AppleTree, you need to make the Apple GameObject prefab that it will drop. From the menu bar, choose
GameObject > Create Other > Sphere. Rename this sphere to Apple, and set its transform as follows:

Create a new material named Mat_Apple , color it red (or light green, if you prefer green apples), and attach it to Apple.
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Adding Physics to the Apple
Select Apple in the Hierarchy pane. From the menu bar, choose Component > Physics > Rigidbody. As you may remember from Chapter
16, “Introducing Our Development Environment: Unity,” the Rigidbody component enables an object to react to physics (e.g., fall, collide with
other objects). If you click the Play button now, you will see Apple fall off screen due to gravity.
Giving Apples the Tag “Apple”
Eventually you will want to quickly get an array of all the Apple GameObjects on screen, and giving the Apples a specific tag can help with
this. With Apple selected in the Hierarchy, choose Add Tag from the pop-up menu next to Tag in the Inspector, as shown in the left half of
Figure 28.3. This will bring up Unity’s Tag and Layers Manager in the Inspector. Click the disclosure triangle next to Tags and type Apple
into the Element 0 field, as shown in the right half of Figure 28.3.

Figure 28.3 Adding the Apple tag to the list of tags
Now, click Apple in the Hierarchy again to return to the Inspector for Apple. Clicking the Tags pop-up menu once more will now give you
Apple as a tag option. Choose Apple from the list of tags. All apples will now have the tag Apple, which will make them easier to identify and
select.
Making the Apple Prefab
Finally, drag Apple from the Hierarchy pane to the Project pane to make it a prefab. Once you’re sure that there is an Apple prefab in the
Project pane, click the Apple instance in the Hierarchy pane and delete it (by choosing Delete from the right-click menu or by pressing
Command-Delete [just Delete for Windows] on your keyboard). Because the apples in our game will be instantiated from the Apple prefab in
the Project pane, we don’t need to start with one in the scene.

Basket
Like the other art assets, the basket will be very simple. Choose GameObject > Create Other > Cube from the menu bar. Rename Cube to
Basket and set its transform to the following:

This should give you a flat, wide rectangular solid. Now create a new material named Mat_Basket, color it a light, desaturated yellow (like
straw), and apply it to Basket. Drag Basket from the Hierarchy pane to the Project pane to make it into a prefab and delete the remaining
instance of Basket from the Hierarchy. Be sure to save your scene.
Your Project and Hierarchy panes should now look like Figure 28.4.
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Figure 28.4 The Project and Hierarchy panes at this point in the prototype

Camera Setup
One of the most important things to get right in your games is the position of the camera. For Apple Picker, we want a camera that will show
a decent-sized play area. Because the gameplay in this game is entirely two dimensional, we also want an orthographic camera instead of a
perspective one. See the sidebar for more information on the two types of camera projections.

Orthographic Versus Perspective Cameras
Orthographic and perspective are two types of virtual 3D cameras in games and can be seen in Figure 28.5.
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Figure 28.5 Comparison of perspective and orthographic camera projections
A perspective camera works like the human eye; because light comes in through a lens, objects that are close to the
camera appear larger, and objects that are farther away appear smaller. This gives a perspective camera a field of
view (a.k.a. projection) shaped like a square frustum (or more simply, like a square pyramid with the top cut off). To
see this, click Main Camera in your hierarchy, and then zoom out in the Scene pane. The pyramidal wireframe shape
extending out from the camera is the view frustum and shows everything that the camera will see.
Through an orthogonal camera, an object will appear to be the same size regardless of how far it is from the camera.
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The projection for an orthogonal camera is rectangular rather than frustum shaped. To see this, select Main Camera in
the Hierarchy pane. Find the Camera component in the Inspector and change the projection from Perspective to
Orthogonal. Now, the gray view frustum represents a 3D rectangle rather than a pyramid.
It is also sometimes useful to set the Scene pane to be orthogonal rather than perspective. To do this, click the word
<Persp under the axes gizmo in the upper-right corner of the Scene pane (see each of the images in Figure 28.5).
Clicking the <Persp under the axes gizmo will switch between perspective and isometric (abbreviated =Iso) scene
views (isometric being another word for orthographic).

Camera Settings for Apple Picker
Select Main Camera in the Hierarchy pane. In the Inspector, set the Camera component’s projection to Orthographic. Now, set the size to
16. This makes the AppleTree appear to be a good size and leaves room for the apples to fall and be caught by the player. Often, you will
make a good first guess at things like camera settings and then will refine them once you’ve had a chance to play the game. Just like
everything else in game development, there is an iterative process to finding the right settings for the camera. For now, I recommend the
following:

This position will move the camera viewpoint down 1 meter (a unit in Unity is the equivalent of 1m in length) to be at a height of exactly 0.
Because Unity units are equivalent to meters, I sometimes abbreviate “1 unit” as 1m in this book. Your final Main Camera Inspector should
now look like what is shown in Figure 28.6.
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Figure 28.6 Main Camera Inspector settings
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